

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Gregg says:
::on bridge @ console::

CIVHebert says:
:: In Sick-bay recovering from the Overloaded phaser ::  :: Grumbles to myself :: Didn't my parents say never to mess with weapons.

FCmathews  (Mathews at the helm.wav)

SOZaldiva says:
::on bridge at SCI Station 1::

XO_Wendy says:
::in  ready room::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> :: in Engineering::

CE_Susman says:
:: At engineering, doing final repairs on EPS taps.......Again ::

EnsCole says:
::wandering around sickbay keeping an eye on Hebert::

TAC_Derek says:
::Is out of medbay on bridge::

CNS_Kent says:
:: in sickbay working on reports ::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::clutches head and falls to ground::

CE_Susman says:
Sandoval: Go to JT 45 and repair Sensor pallet #2

CE_Susman says:
ACK

CNS_Kent says:
:: enters report for Lt. Wendyway on PADD::

TAC_Derek says:
::Is at Tac station::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> :;wakes but doesn't recognize his surroundings::

XO_Wendy says:
::enters bridge and sits in big chair::

CTOValrek says:
::gives Derek the TAC station as he leaves the bridge to prepare a diversion::

CNS_Kent says:
:: exits sickbay, heads for the TL::

CE_Susman says:
Sandoval: Are you ok?

FCmathews says:
XO: are you aware of our decoy plan?

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> CE: who are you?

CE_Susman says:
Sandoval: Just follow what I say.. Go to Sick bay.

TAC_Derek says:
*Beta's 1,and 2*Be prepared for an away team on the double

XO_Wendy says:
FCO: I've read your proposal

CIVHebert says:
Cole:  When will I be able to leave sick-bay?

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::nods @ CE and exits Engineering::

SOZaldiva says:
XO: I have a report on CNS Kent

CTOValrek says:
::enters TL ::

CNS_Kent says:
:: enters TL :: TL: bridge

FCmathews says:
XO: Do we have authorization?

CE_Susman says:
:: sighs :: Computer: Status of the EPS

EnsCole says:
Hebert: Well that hand is doing nicely, so long as you come back in 48 hours you are free to go

XO_Wendy says:
FCO: It sounds ... creative ... lets give it a shot

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::enters TL:: ::Faints in TL::

OPS_Gregg says:
::monitoring all channels::
FCmathews says:
XO: Thanks

CIVHebert says:
Cole:  Thanks  Doc.  I will be back in 2 days to report as ordered.  See you then.

SOZaldiva says:
::walks towards XO:: Sir I said I have a report

XO_Wendy says:
::eases back in chair to watch the crew in action::

EnsCole says:
Hebert: Take care.

FCmathews says:
*CE* We have a go on the decoy tactic

CNS_Kent says:
:: exits TL, sees Zaldivar with Wendyway, waits by the lift ::

CTOValrek says:
::goes to rig the probes::

TAC_Derek says:
::Brings weapons online::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::wakes again and exits TL on wrong deck::

XO_Wendy says:
SO: go ahead

SOZaldiva says:
::sees Kent runs towards her::

CTOValrek says:
*CE* : I am at the probes and need your assistance::

SOZaldiva says:
::collapses::

TAC_Derek says:
::Brings shields to immediate standby::

CE_Susman says:
*FCO*: Be careful. We haven't more power

CNS_Kent says:
:: runs over to the SO, horrified ::

XO_Wendy says:
::stands up concerned over the collapse of the SO::

FCmathews says:
*CE* Would you still suggest landing?
CE_Susman says:
*CTO*: call to Gregg. He's in charge of it

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::stumbles and sways throughout the corridor::

CTOValrek says:
*CE* Aye

CE_Susman says:
*FCO* If we can....Yes

XO_Wendy says:
*Med* XO to sickbay ... we need assistance on the bridge

CIVHebert :: Leaves sick-bay and heads to TL ::   Deck 6 (Turbolift.wav)

EnsCole says:
*Bridge*On my way.

FCmathews says:
*CE* under the sea or on land?

CE_Susman :: Still repairing the damage created by the llama :: (console2.wav)

EnsCole says:
::runs out of sickbay into turbolift::

CNS_Kent says:
:: kneels beside SO:: XO:  he's old cold, ma'am

TAC_Derek says:
<Smith>Is ready to go with any away team::

CIVHebert says:
:: Enters quarters and lies down ::

TAC_Derek says:
<<<::>>>

CTOValrek says:
::makes the adjustments and modifications as needed to pull off the illusion::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::enters Torpedo Bay Control::

MO_Cole says:
TL: Bridge.

XO_Wendy says:
::smiles:: CNS: is that a technical term, counselor?

FCmathews says:
*CE* Ok, I'll inform tactical


TAC_Derek says:
*Smith*:Get up here

TAC_Derek says:
::Brings shields online::

MO_Cole says:
::Steps out of turbolift and head's to Zaldiva::

CTOValrek says:
*OPS*: probes are configured for the task

CNS_Kent says:
:: smiles :: XO: unconscious I suppose it the better term

CIVHebert says:
Susman:  I ve been out for a while, did y'all ever catch that llama?

MO_Cole says:
::Runs tricorder over Zaldiva::

TAC_Derek says:
<Smith>*Derek:Aye sir

OPS_Gregg says:
*CTO* aye aye,ready to launch on xo's orders

FCmathews says:
TAC: Are you aware of our "decoy" tactic?

CE_Susman says:
Computer: Relay major systems to EPS tap #2

TAC_Derek says:
<Smith>::Is at shields console::

MO_Cole says:
::notices chemical imbalance in cranium::

CE_Susman says:
<Computer> Acknowledge

MO_Cole says:
*Med* EMM Team to the Bridge.

TAC_Derek says:
::Begins to target one ship::

CTOValrek says:
*TAC*: what’s our status?

CNS_Kent says:
MO: what can I do?

MO_Cole says:
::administers 45cc isopropanol to calm system::
OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> :;stumbles through the room regaining balance::

XO_Wendy says:
MO: Report

TAC_Derek says:
*CTO*:Not good the ships are powering up

OPS_Gregg says:
XO: all probes ready for launch ma’am

CTOValrek says:
::leaves the launching tubes and heads back to the TL::

CTOValrek says:
*TAC*: I'm on my way.

MO_Cole says:
XO: He has a chemical imbalance, its effecting his nervous system, not serious Ma’am.

CE_Susman says:
*Hebert* It's been caught, Mike

TAC_Derek says:
Smith:Get ready for anything back at your station

CTOValrek says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge

XO_Wendy says:
FCO: Are we in position to launch the probes

XO_Wendy says:
OPS: acknowledged

FCmathews says:
XO: Engines on standby, position clear

Host AGM_John says:
<ACTION> scans sweep across the Hayden briefly

CIVHebert says:
*Susman*  Good.  Now I can rest at ease, I kept dreaming if that thing.  :: Shakes off an eerie feeling ::

XO_Wendy says:
MO: That's a relief

MO_Cole says:
::the emm team arrives on the bridge and assist's Cole getting Zaldivar onto a stretcher::

CE_Susman says:
:: changes EPS tap #1 ::

XO_Wendy says:
TAC: Ready?

MO_Cole says:
CNS: He'll be fine sir, just leave it to us.

CTOValrek says:
::enters the bridge::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::regains composure and thinks he's on a Romulan warbird::

TAC_Derek says:
XO:Yes,I have a Manuel lock should I fire?

CE_Susman says:
Computer: Bring Major Systems back to EPS tap #1

CNS_Kent says:
MO: Ok, he's in fine hands.

CTOValrek says:
::walks over to the TAC station::

XO_Wendy says:
MO: I appreciate that

MO_Cole says:
::the EMM team leaves the bridge with Zaldivar on a stretcher, cole monitoring his vitals::

CTOValrek says:
OPS: when will we launch those probes?

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: XO orders

MO_Cole says:
::on the way back to sickbay with Zaldivar and a med team::

CTOValrek says:
OPS: aye

TAC_Derek says:
::Has fingers hovering over the fire button::

CE_Susman says:
<Computer> Switching Major systems to EPS tap #1........Major systems running under EPS tap #1

XO_Wendy says:
All: Standby

CTOValrek says:
TAC: I'll take over here, relieve Smith

CE_Susman says:
*Wendyway* Sorry?

XO_Wendy says:
Tac: ready scanners ... without science, you'll have to take over

TAC_Derek says:
::Ger's up and relives Smith::

FCmathews says:
TAC: Work with me here, tell me peak time to B line to the planet

CTOValrek says:
XO: Scanners ready

MO_Cole says:
::arrives in sickbay:: Staff: Alright people I want a spinal APG battery and a Cranial PPG.

TAC_Derek says:
<Smith>::Whispers::Derek is such a jerk

XO_Wendy says:
CTO: How about putting Kurthem on SCI ...

MO_Cole says:
::Moves Zaldivar onto a biobed::

CTOValrek says:
XO: Aye

XO_Wendy says:
ALL: Alright people, lets do it. Launch the probes

TAC_Derek says:
FC:That should be co-ordinated with Valrek

CTOValrek says:
TAC: Take SCI station

MO_Cole says:
::reviews test results::

OPS_Gregg says:
::Nods @ XO:: launching

TAC_Derek says:
::Goes to SCI station::

OPS_Gregg says:
::sees the panel as all the probes are launched::

FCmathews says:
TAC/ SCI: Keep constant eyes on those ships

CTOValrek says:
FCO: Be ready to leave here fast

FCmathews probe launch (Torpedo.wav)

TAC_Derek says:
::Is watching the ships closely::

MO_Cole says:
::begins running a CC dialator over Zaldivar's Cranial passage::

CNS_Kent says:
:: watches as probes are launched ::

CTOValrek says:
::keeps weapons and shields at standby::

Host AGM_John says:
<ACTION> One Dominion warship leaves orbit

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::sees a weapons locker and takes a phaser has he exits Torpedo Bay Control::

CE_Susman says:
*XO*: EPS at 75%

MO_Cole says:
:: administers 25cc Toradol to let the SO sleep::

FCmathews says:
TAC: any reaction?

TAC_Derek says:
::See's that::CTO:We have moment one ship has left orbit

CTOValrek says:
FCO: One ship has left but we still need the second to take the bait

XO_Wendy says:
*ENG* Any ideas on how we might disrupt the shields on the surface of Viran II?

FCmathews says:
TAC: What about the other probe, no pursuit?

XO_Wendy says:
*CE* acknowledged

MO_Cole says:
Staff: I want a full APG spectral over the next 12 hours. Let me know when it comes through.

CE_Susman says:
*XO*: No, sir. I need more info on the planet's shielding

MO_Cole says:
*Bridge*XO: Sir, Zaldivar will be fine, but im keeping him in observation for at least the next 12 hours.

TAC_Derek says:
FCO:Yes sir

XO_Wendy says:
*MO* Aye ... keep me informed
TAC_Derek says:
::Wish's that he was at weapons and had his finger above the fire button::

CTOValrek says:
TAC: How far has the first ship gone and how far away from the probe is he?

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::wonders around the deck, stumbles for a bit::

MO_Cole says:
*XO* Aye sir, Med out.

XO_Wendy says:
TAC: Work with engineering to gather more information on those shields on the planet

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:about 250 meters behind it sir

CTOValrek says:
TAC: Aye....too close

TAC_Derek says:
XO:Yes ma’am

TAC_Derek says:
::Walks over to the engineering station::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> Ens:There are Intruders here where is security?

MO_Cole says:
::Is glancing over Zaldivar's early results, makes note in log to order surgery at some point in the near future to correct the problem::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::seeing there is no end he moves towards the TL::

TAC_Derek says:
::Looks back at SCI station and see's the second ship has taken the bait::

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:The second ship has taken the bait sir

CTOValrek says:
XO and FCO: Second ship is still holding and the first is about to uncover the probe

CNS_Kent says:
:: turns enters the TL :: TL deck 3

Host XO_Wendy says:
CTO: acknowledged

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::enters TL::

FCmathews says:
XO: If we are lucky I can race past the other ship and land on the surface, under the sea perhaps and shutdown all systems to hide ourselves

CTOValrek says:
XO: May I suggest we take out the second ship before the first one returns?

CE_Susman says:
:: Sees Linard :: Hello there? Could you take care of the EPS? I need it back to 100%. I have it on 75

CE_Susman says:
<To Linard>

Host XO_Wendy says:
FCO: Sounds a bit ... farfetched

Host XO_Wendy says:
CTO: I was thinking the same thing ... one less ship is still better odds

FCmathews says:
XO: But not unfetched

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::Exits on Deck 3:: ::stumbles::

CTOValrek says:
::puts full power to shields and weapons::

TAC_Derek says:
::Walks back to SCI station::

EO_Linard says:
Susman: Aye sir..I'm right on it

CNS_Kent says:
:: exits onto deck 3, sees Sandoval :: <Sandoval>: are you alright END?

Host XO_Wendy says:
CTO: if it looks like the first ship is going to move out of range before we attract the second ship, blow up the first one

CTOValrek says:
XO: Aye, Ma’am

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> Kent: err who are you state your business?

Host AGM_John says:
<ACTION> warship out of orbit scans probe

EO_Linard says:
Susman: EPS at 80% and rising

MO_Cole says:
:: walks over to Zaldivar:: Nurse: Surgery kit please.

CTOValrek says:
::targets first ship with a photon torpedo::

Host XO_Wendy says:
TAC: ready weapons ... the second ship is going to come looking for us when it's companion blows

CE_Susman says:
Linard: Ok. I go to the Bridge to take a look. If you see something unusual, lock the panels

CE_Susman says:
:: Heads to the Next TL :: TL: Bridge

Host XO_Wendy says:
CTO: Now ...

EO_Linard says:
Susman: Aye sir

CTOValrek says:
XO: Aye ma’am, Target locked

CTOValrek says:
::fires::

TAC_Derek says:
::Walks back to TAC station::CTO:What is going on sir?

CNS_Kent says:
:: walks toward Sandoval ::  <Sandoval>:  why aren't you in engineering?

FCmathews  (Pulse Phasers.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
<ACTION> first ship heads back to planet

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
<ACTION> minimal damage to warship

CIVHebert ::In quarters laying on bed ::  Computer: play Hebert Alpha One.    <Computer> acknowledged. (Tngintro.wav)

MO_Cole says:
::with the assistance of the good nurse EnsSmith, Dr.EnsCole begins rather delicate surgery to correct (permanently) the minor problem with the back half of Zaldivar's Brain

EO_Linard says:
::enters TL:: bridge

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> Kent: Why would I be in engineering when I'm a LT?

CTOValrek says:
::spread of photon torpedoes head for the second ship::

FCmathews  (Torpedos.wav)

CTOValrek says:
XO: Torpedoes away

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:Need any help sir?

CTOValrek says:
TAC: No help needed here

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> second ship approaches

EO_Linard says:
::enters bridge....takes engineering console::

CE_Susman says:
:: Reaches the Bridge :: XO: Susman reporting, Sir

CNS_Kent says:
:: concerned :: <Sandoval>: A Lt.?  What's your name?

TAC_Derek says:
::Slaps mouth::CTO:I meant help sir, sorry

Host XO_Wendy says:
CTO: report ... are the Dominion ships going into attack formation?

Host XO_Wendy says:
CTO: have they locked weapons?

MO_Cole says:
::begins the last adjustments to Zaldivar's cranial passage::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> Kent: err I'm LT ka char of the Romulan warbird ka tar

CE_Susman says:
:: Moves to the Engineering panel :: Computer: Access to the Bridge Engineering panel, code Susman 44 doh doh

CTOValrek says:
XO: The first ship is still on its way back and the second has turned for us

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> both ships fire torpedoes

Host AGM_John (Torpedo.wav)

CE_Susman says:
<Computer> Access granted

Host XO_Wendy says:
FCO: evasive maneuvers

CTOValrek says:
XO: They are firing on us

FCmathews says:
::evasive maneuvers::

Host XO_Wendy says:
CTO: return fire

CE_Susman (redalert.wav)

MO_Cole  (Redalert.wav)

CTOValrek says:
::fires another volley of torpedoes::

FCmathews  (Alert.wav)

CNS_Kent says:
<Sandoval>: Lt.? ka char?  ok sir, maybe you should come with me.

TAC_Derek says:
::Walks to TL and gets in::

CTOValrek says:
::sets phasers to target both ships and fires::

MO_Cole says:
::notices red alert just as he finishes closing the incision::

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> already damaged ship is hit badly second ship still approaching

FCmathews says:
TAC: Is there an asteroid belt nearby?

TAC_Derek says:
TL:Brig

EO_Linard says:
Susman: We have full power to the EPS, sir.

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> Kent: and why should I go with you?

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> shields are failing

CE_Susman says:
*EO* Ok, Linard. Thanks

Host XO_Wendy says:
FCO: edge us toward the nebula ...

CTOValrek says:
FCO: negative

CE_Susman says:
*EO* I'll take care of the shields. 

FCmathews says:
::Brings Hayden about::

OPS_Gregg says:
::rerouting all nonessential power to shields::

CE_Susman (console3.wav)

EO_Linard says:
::nods:: Aye sir

CNS_Kent says:
:: is startled by the red alert:: <Sandoval>: because I'm a friend, now please this way.  :: points down the corridor ::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::nods and goes with Kent::

CTOValrek says:
::continues firing phasers at the second ship::

MO_Cole says:
:: is now micro surging the incision to get rid of the scar ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Walks out and heads to Security sector::

CTOValrek says:
::sets up another spread of torps::

Host XO_Wendy says:
*Herbert* where are you?

FCmathews  (ShipPhasers.wav)

MO_Cole says:
::glances at monitor, note's healthy lines showing a patient who is sleeping peacefully::

CTOValrek says:
::targets them and fires::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::hears the red alert::Kent: what was that? that is nothing I know of?

CIVHebert says:
*XO* In my quarters, Sir.

TAC_Derek says:
::Sit's with Sec teams and talks::

Host XO_Wendy says:
*Hebert* report to the bridge

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> Second ship fires again

CE_Susman says:
:: repairing shields ::

CIVHebert says:
*XO* Aye Sir.

FCmathews says:
::evasive maneuvers::

Host AGM_John (Torpedo.wav)

CE_Susman says:
<repairing, even>

FCmathews says:
::evasive maneuvers::

Host AGM_John (Explode !.wav)

CTOValrek says:
XO: their shields are holding but ours are going down

CE_Susman says:
No, not again!

CNS_Kent says:
<Sandoval>:  Don't worry about it, the other officer's will handle it   :: opens door motions Zaldivar inside ::

Host AGM_John says:
<ACTION> Gravity Fails

FCmathews says:
XO: Warp?

CIVHebert says:
:: Heads to TL fells the ship shrudder again ::  Computer: Bridge

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::Enters room::

CTOValrek says:
::continues firing phasers::

CE_Susman says:
XO:  I can't take it any longer if they hit us
Host XO_Wendy says:
*Hebert* while you're on your way, think about this ... I need a way to compensate for the nebula effect so that I can track the Dominion ship, but they can't see us

CIVHebert  (Turbolift.wav)

CIVHebert says:
*XO* Aye, Sir

Host XO_Wendy says:
FCO: take us into the nebula

CTOValrek says:
::hangs on as he is slung around::

FCmathews says:
::Brings the Hayden about::

Host XO_Wendy says:
::floats off chair

FCmathews says:
::slowly::

Host XO_Wendy says:
::grabs arm::

MO_Cole says:
::lets Zaldivar rest quietly, strapped to his biobed::

CNS_Kent says:
:: enters behind Zaldivar:: <Zaldivar> please sit

CTOValrek says:
::pulls himself close to his console::

OPS_Gregg says:
::starts to float upwards:: ::grabs the chair::

CIVHebert says:
::Starts to float around in TL ::

MO_Cole says:
::begins peacefully floating towards office::

CE_Susman says:
*EO*: Try to get the Gravity back online, End

FCmathews says:
::straps himself into the helm chair::

CTOValrek says:
FCO: We need to get out of here quick

TAC_Derek says:
*CTO*:I will be in my quarters sir

EO_Linard says:
*Susman*: Yes Sir

FCmathews says:
CTO: I'm doing the best I can without GRAVITY

CTOValrek says:
XO: Shields are buckling

Host XO_Wendy says:
FCO: hold us here

Host XO_Wendy says:
CTO: reroute power to the shields

CTOValrek says:
XO: Aye

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::Sits in chair:: ::eyeing Kent::

MO_Cole says:
::straps self into CMO's chair::

CTOValrek says:
::reroutes all available power to the shields::

CIVHebert says:
:: Floats onto bridge as door TL door opens ::

FCmathews says:
::full stop::

TAC_Derek says:
::Heads to quarters and goes to sleep::

Host XO_Wendy says:
SCI: report on the dominion ships

OPS_Gregg says:
::pulls self down and straps in::

CIVHebert says:
XO:  I think we could remodulate our sensors to the exact freq. of the nebula energy waves.  Maybe that would work.

CTOValrek says:
::rerouted power brings shields to 45%...weapons are still at 100%::

CE_Susman says:
*EO*: Status of the GRAVITY!

Host XO_Wendy says:
Hebert: coordinate that with Tac/SCI

CIVHebert says:
XO: But we would have to take the scans of the neb. and I don't think we have the time for that

CNS_Kent says:
:: sits opposite <Sandoval>, wonders what's happening to the ship ::  <Zaldivar> where do you think you are?

CE_Susman says:
:: Shields are being repaired ::

CIVHebert says:
:: Floats to SCI station ::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> Kent: think? I know I am on the Romulan warbird Ka Tar

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> second ship comes around for another pass

Host XO_Wendy says:
All: I need options, people ... and I need to find that other dominion ship before it finds us

FCmathews says:
::evasive maneuvers::

EO_Linard says:
*Susman* I'm working on it sir

CIVHebert :: takes scans of neb. :: (Console2.wav)

CTOValrek says:
XO: if we could disrupt their shields with a particle beam from the deflector dish we might stand a chance with our weapons

CNS_Kent says:
:: shakes head ::  <Sandoval>: and where is this ship?

CIVHebert Computer find freq. of nebula energy emmisions.  Computer: (CompWorking.wav)

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> Kent: it's patrolling sector 005 in the Romulan neutral zone

MO_Cole says:
::Unstraps self and begins floating around sickbay picking stuff up and making note's of the whereabouts of key implements::

CIVHebert says:
XO: tune ship sensors to a frequency of 373.7 MHz.  Maybe that might work.

TAC_Derek says:
::Wakes up and remembers that he is needed at SCI and floats back to there::

Host XO_Wendy says:
Tac/SCI: do what Hebert suggested

CE_Susman says:
CTO/XO: Fire at their Engineering section

MO_Cole says:
::Estimated time to Zaldivar's recovery is 10 ½ hours and counting.

CIVHebert says:
XO: there is too much interference.

EO_Linard says:
*Susman* Gravity is coming back on line

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> dominion ship fires blindly

TAC_Derek says:
::Is scanning ships but doesn’t get much::

FCmathews says:
::evasive maneuvers::

CTOValrek says:
XO: It seems that their targeting systems are offline

CE_Susman says:
*EO* :: sighs :: Good...Good.. Thanks, Linard

EO_Linard says:
::smiles to herself:: *Susman* Anytime sir

CTOValrek says:
::feels the weight come back to him::

CNS_Kent says:
:: takes a deep breath :: <Sandoval> I know you as End. Clay Sandoval.

CE_Susman says:
:: hears Valrek's comment :: What?????

Host XO_Wendy says:
Hebert: any luck compensating for the nebula?

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> a floating object drops on the TAC console and fires a torpedo

CTOValrek says:
CE: The dominion ship not ours....relax

Host AGM_John (Torpedo.wav)

CIVHebert says:
XO: How about sending out probes with explosive charge as mines?  if they hit them they go Boom.

MO_Cole says:
::plops down on biobed and gives himself a headache::

CIVHebert says:
XO: No Sir.

CTOValrek says:
::tried to grab object but too late::

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> dominion ship turns towards Hayden

TAC_Derek says:
::Pulls phaser and fires at it::

CE_Susman says:
:: sighs :: Valrek: aahhhh

Host XO_Wendy says:
Hebert: if we hit them they go boom too

TAC_Derek says:
*Betas*Bridge NOW!

Host XO_Wendy says:
FCO: I have an idea ... take us out of the nebula and we'll wait for the dominion ship to do the same ...

CIVHebert says:
XO: That is what I said.  I think anyway

CE_Susman says:
ALL: GRAVITY back on line. Shields at 50%

CIVHebert says:
:: Settles to ground.

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> dominion ship locks on target

FCmathews says:
FCO: Flies from nebula::

CTOValrek says:
XO: They have a lock

CIVHebert says:
XO: Im reading energy fluctuation directly to starboard.

Host XO_Wendy says:
FCO: evasive maneuvers

FCmathews says:
::evasive maneuvers::

Host AGM_John says:
<Action> dominion ship comes out of Nebula right behind Hayden

CTOValrek says:
::targets the dominion ship with phasers and fires::

Host XO_Wendy says:
CTO: FIRE!

CIVHebert says:
XO: Now to Aft!!!!!!!!

CTOValrek says:
::fires torps to aft::

CE_Susman says:
XO: Do you know what is a flee?

Host AGM_John says:
<ACTION> dominion ship explodes

FCmathews  (Torpedo.wav)

Host AGM_John (Explode !.wav)

CTOValrek says:
XO: One down

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> Kent: ::scratches head:: my friends put you up to this right?..Funny

CIVHebert says:
Tac: Nice shot!

Host XO_Wendy says:
Tac/SCI: status of the other ship?

CTOValrek says:
Mike: Thanks

FCmathews says:
XO: Planet?

MO_Cole says:
::notices bright flash in window::

CNS_Kent says:
:: continues :<Sandoval> I'm your friend, I just telling you what I know.  :: tries to smile ::

CTOValrek says:
XO: I agree with FCO...we should make a run for the planet

Host XO_Wendy says:
All: well done

TAC_Derek says:
XO:Scan's show transporter activity on the first ship ma’am

Host XO_Wendy says:
FCO: bring us into orbit around Viran II

MO_Cole says:
Self: Lordy lordy what a mess

MO_Cole says:
Staff: Nurses, lets get this place cleaned up!

TAC_Derek says:
XO:They are beaming to the planet ma’am

FCmathews says:
::sets coordinates and engages low impulse::

Host XO_Wendy says:
*ENG* any luck with suggestions on how to disrupt the shields on the planet?

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> ::eyes Kent:: hmm this isn't funny...::grabs phaser but doesn't show it::

CTOValrek says:
::checks status of weapons and shields::

CIVHebert says:
:: Stands up from console and walks to Tac station. ::

CE_Susman says:
XO: If Hebert is correct on their Shields frequency, you might fire at the most damagable section. Engineering.

CIVHebert says:
Susman: there is no way for me to find out there shield frequency.

CTOValrek says:
::weapons at 100% and shields down to 25%::

CIVHebert says:
Susman: Unless I was aborad there vessel.

CNS_Kent says:
:: sees Sandoval tense :: <Sandoval>:  :: changes direction :: You're right, it isn't funny.  What are we supposed to be doing here?

FCmathews says:
Hebert: Unless we entered the planet

MO_Cole says:
::notices healthy readings on Zaldivar's board:: Good you'll be fine.

Host XO_Wendy says:
Susman: There is a shielded area on the planet ... we read Starfleet comm signals coming from there ... I need a way to disrupt the shield so we can send in an away team

SOZaldiva says:
::Resting::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Sandoval> We're on patrol of this sector to see if federation scum doesn't cross

FCmathews says:
::wishes for shore leave::

CIVHebert says:
:: Standing at Tac thinking of situation. ::

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>



